
A Bunch 1841 

Chapter 1841: I can roughly guess who it is… 

 

Retreat! ! 

Looking at the aura in the air, Cheng Bo sensed the arrival of Bai Cai and his grandfather even faster than 

Yun Ji and Feng Doudou who were focused on the battle. A bitter smile appeared on his face… 

This guy called he Ian… ! … He really is a decisive person! 

She originally thought that after obtaining such a huge advantage, she would be able to fight steadily 

and give priority to protecting herself. However, she didn’t expect that she would be so radical and 

directly lead her entire team to kill her way over! 

In the original plan, regardless of whether the other party sent Bai Cai or Grandpa to support them, they 

would delay three of them and then let the remaining high school team members leap over he LAN who 

was behind the three surprise attacks. 

 

With only Bai Cai or grandpa, it wasn’t impossible for them to win with so many high school team 

members activating the device. Not to mention, among these high school team members, there was the 

third spirit medium who hadn’t shown up yet! 

Although according to the current intelligence, the third spirit medium hadn’t made any moves, it would 

definitely not remain empty. If there was a killer move, it might be able to help them. After all, the 

enemy of the enemy was their friend… . 

Taking ten thousand steps back, even if the hidden spirit medium chose to stand on Helan’s side in the 

end, the ones at a disadvantage would be these high schools and colleges. He, Yunji Mu, and the others 

would be at the rear, dragging people and could retreat at any time, it was a situation where they could 

attack or retreat, but they could also defend. 

It could be said that the strategy chosen by Wang Chengbo, who had always been prudent, was very in 

line with his character. It was just that this kind of style was very easy to fall over when encountering 

some people who were swift and decisive… … 

“Yunji, Doudou, retreat! !” 

Wang Chengbo directly transmitted his voice! 

In the air, Yunji Mu, who was engaged in a fierce battle with Li Goudan, frowned. However, she still 

obediently sent out a sword light to force her opponent away and quickly retreated! 

Feng Doudou nimbly dodged Wang Goudan’s pursuit and used the terrain of the forest to quickly 

retreat! 

“Can you escape?”Yunji mu frowned and transmitted her voice. 



She could completely sense that Li Goudan was extremely skilled in the previous exchange. With the 

Wind King’s barrier activated, she couldn’t do anything to him even if she got close to him. If she were to 

pull apart the distance and reach the distance that the other party liked the most.., that would be 

troublesome! 

Yun Mu Ji didn’t doubt Li Goudan’s ability as a ranger to pursue. After all… . She was one of the few 

Lucky Fellows who had received guidance from a master teacher in the base! 

“It’s good that we can hold on! “Wang Chengbo whispered, “Grandpa Lu doesn’t dare to fly too fast 

while carrying that guy. We’ll be safe once we pull apart the distance… ” 

“But if we pull apart… it’s equivalent to giving up most of the students… “Yunji mu replied in a low voice. 

Wang Chengbo was silent when he heard that. He knew what Yunji Mu was talking about. He still had a 

chance to fight back now because his side still had the advantage in numbers. With the coordination 

device, it wasn’t impossible for them to fight back using the pull method. 

However, if they gave up on retreating, the three of them and some of the main players who escaped by 

luck might not have a chance to win the game the next time… … 

In other words, if they retreated this time… Although they saved themselves, there was a high 

probability.. … They wouldn’t be able to save Goudan and the others… … 

“I’ll save you first… “Wang Chengbo clenched his teeth. “At least… We can’t all fall into this… ” 

“Let’s go for it…” 

Suddenly, Yunji refuted Wang Chengbo’s suggestion for the first time… … 

Chengbo turned around and looked at her blankly. What he saw was a pair of pure and beautiful black 

eyes… … 

“Let’s go for it… “Yunji gently opened her mouth and revealed a rare gentle smile. “If you retreat, you’ll 

regret it, right?” 

Cheng Bo was stunned for a moment, then he turned his head to look at the wretched girl with a violent 

aura in the air… … 

To be honest, ever since they were young, their relationship with each other was not very good. 

Goudan’s personality was more like his father’s. He was flamboyant, lively, and always had that 

optimistic and confident smile on his face. On the other hand, he was introverted, dull, and had a little 

inferiority complex. He often did not fit in with her, who was full of sunshine… … 

Such a personality difference led to a huge difference in their performance. 

Even though his grades had always been good since he was young, he was easily overlooked. On the 

other hand, the usually lively and likable Goudan barely made it to the second book, however, he was 

often asked by his neighbors to help his children with their homework. 

He also did not know why, as a graduate of a famous school, no one had ever invited him… … 

Including after entering the galaxy, everyone knew Wang Goudan, but not many people knew him… … 



To be honest… … Sometimes, he was a little jealous of Xiao Jia… 

But he had never thought that one day he would lose her forever… 

“There’s a high probability… that he will lose… “Cheng Bo looked at Yun Ji in a daze. 

“If you lose, so be it… “. ” Yun Ji looked at him with a smile. “Master said that all cultivators yearn to 

reach the top and see a more beautiful scenery, but not everyone can reach that step. However, that 

doesn’t mean that those who haven’t reached that step will have no meaning in climbing for their whole 

lives… ” 

“When a person comes to this world, the most important thing is to have a clear mind. Cheng Bo… I’m 

very happy to meet you, so… “Yun Ji looked at him seriously. “I don’t want dark clouds to cover the rest 

of your life…” 

I don’t want you to have dark clouds for the rest of your life… 

Cheng Bo looked at her in a daze. These words kept repeating in his mind. He felt that the girl in front of 

him was like the most beautiful light in the world… 

Seriously… . I’m such a loser, why are there so many dazzling guys around 

With a boom, a huge shield covered the two of them. Feng Doudou’s furious voice came from behind. 

“You guys still want to comprehend life at this time? Are you shooting a movie? Are you going to fight or 

not?” 

The sky full of green feathers whistled down, only causing Feng Doudou ‘s shield-holding hand to hurt 

slightly. He couldn’t help but complain! 

“Fight! “Wang Chengbo immediately came back to his senses and quickly said, “Doudou, if I use the 

black blood device on you, can you stall Little Jia and Jiayi in one go?” 

“This… “Feng Doudou was stunned, then, he nodded. “At most 20 seconds. The rest is fine. If Li Goudan 

wants to stall her with his movement technique, he’ll have to use his life to stall her. I have a way to stall 

her, but if you face another one at the same time, your black blood device won’t be able to control her 

for long… … What are you doing?” 

Wang Chengbo took a deep breath and immediately activated the fifth device! 

The device had a strange shape, like a steel heart. When activated, it actually started beating like a living 

organism’s internal organs. However, when it expanded and contracted, it was incomparably hot 

energy! 

Feng Doudou paused. Molten Heart? 

As expected, in the next second, Yun Ji’s heart seemed to have been activated by the device. It let out a 

thumping sound, causing one’s eardrums to throb with pain. At the same time, Yun Ji’s meridians all 

over her body seemed to be on fire, through her skin, she let out a long breath of crimson light. It was 

like the breath of a giant dragon, carrying traces of fire! 

“Is it a gamble?”Feng Doudou looked in the direction of Helan in mid-air and frowned. 



She was a person who liked to push her limits, but to be honest, she didn’t think much of this method! 

Grandpa Lu was still okay, but little cabbage was probably the type who was least afraid of exploding! 

“Don’t worry… “Wang Chengbo lowered his voice and said, “There’s a chance of winning… because…. I 

can roughly guess who the hidden guy is!” 

Chapter 1842: so that’s how it is! 

 

He actually didn’t run? 

Sitting on his grandfather’s back, he Ian narrowed her eyes and looked warily at Wang Chengbo’s group! 

Could it be that there were still hidden people? 

To be honest, he Ian didn’t know how many of these people there were. Although she controlled Bai Cai 

and the others, she couldn’t read their memories, this also made he Ian unable to know how many 

people there were like Bai Cai! 

That shouldn’t be the case… 

 

Her decision to give up and wait for the rabbit to attack was not a spur of the moment decision. She had 

carefully observed them… 

In her opinion, no matter how she calculated it, the one who could decide the outcome of the battle was 

still a captain-level player. The difference between the strength of a non-captain-level player and a 

captain-level player was huge. It could almost be considered a crushing defeat! 

As for the undead, the captain-level players on the surface had all fallen. They were no longer a threat, 

so the outcome of the battle would definitely be decided among the super rookies on the side of the 

living beings! 

Therefore, she had always been speculating about the number of these people. Moreover, she had 

found a certain pattern! 

Although little cabbage and the others seemed to come from different teams, they all had the same 

characteristics and were very easy to identify! 

First, they were all newcomers who had just joined the new batch. second… . Even this group of 

newcomers were almost all ancient bloodlines! 

It was actually very easy to tell at a glance. She had already gone through the basic information of 

everyone in the high school team this time. There were only a few newcomers and ancient bloodlines! 

She had controlled four of them, and the only one who escaped the net was Feng Doudou from the 

Bronze Academy. If there was anyone left, it would be the two representatives from the morning light 

academy who had suddenly appeared… . 

At most, there were three of them! 



In fact, it was the same… 

He Lan looked down at the three people who were ready to attack and narrowed her eyes. It should be 

these three guys. What made her puzzled was that these three… … None of them were controlled… 

What was that guy in the dark waiting for? 

Now that the three of them were together with this group of ordinary high school members, there was 

still a chance for them to fight. If she were to take down another one, there should be no chance at all, 

right? 

“Everyone, go! ” 

Feng Doudou put away his shield, and the huge shield in his hand instantly turned into an ice-blue short 

sword again. Instead of defending against Li Goudan’s sky full of green feathers, he used offense as a 

defense. The sword momentum in his hand instantly changed, and a very profound sword momentum 

rose from the ground, it turned into a sky full of lotus flowers, and directly attacked the two goudan! 

“This is… ” 

Carmen and the others were stunned. When they saw this profound sword momentum, their hearts 

jumped. This sword momentum was profound and magnificent, and most knowledgeable people had 

seen it before, because this sword momentum was extremely famous in the universe! 

It was the Red Lotus Imperial family’s Red Lotus Sword Energy! 

This fellow actually knew the Red Lotus Imperial Family’s secret technique? Why didn’t I see her use it 

before! 

In mid-air, when Li Goudan saw this astonishing sword energy, he didn’t hesitate to retreat. However, 

the sword energy had already locked onto Goudan. How could he let her escape? The gorgeous red 

lotus instantly engulfed Li Goudan, who was like an elf in the wind! 

Facing Li Goudan’s obviously surprised gaze, Feng Dou smiled smugly. He hadn’t wasted his time on the 

outside world! 

In fact, her opportunities were far inferior to the two Goudan’s. The two of them had always been very 

lucky. When they were still in the emerald star field, there were already top-notch big shots imparting 

skills to them. In front of these two guys, the things that she could take out were very few.., the two of 

them probably didn’t expect that she would also have such a powerful skill, right? 

As expected, the two of them were stunned. They were clearly unable to react in time. They were 

instantly sucked into the sword energy and were actually trapped by Feng Doudou alone! 

“Royal Sword Technique? “He Lan frowned slightly. This was something that she hadn’t expected. 

However, even so, Feng Doudou would only be able to trap two of them by himself for a short period of 

time, right? 

However, in the next instant, an extremely terrifying heat wave rushed over. He Lan suddenly raised her 

head and saw a sword light that almost lit up the entire night sky. He LAN’s chest immediately choked. 

That feeling.., it was as if the entire sun had fused into this sword! 



She hurriedly had her grandfather activate his full mental defense! 

With a loud bang, the dazzling sword light exploded. The powerful force completely matched that 

astonishing aura and actually instantly shattered Grandpa Lu’s terrifying mental defense! 

The powerful sword Ray took advantage of the momentum and slashed onto Grandpa Lu’s body. 

Instantly, a bloody light exploded, and Grandpa Lu let out a tragic phoenix cry as he was sent flying! 

However, with such a heavy injury, he Ian, who was sent flying along with Grandpa Lu, was even more 

confused. She could clearly see that the powerful sword ray was used by that woman called Mu Yunji. Its 

power was indeed shocking, but it was also because it was too shocking.., she was also sent flying by the 

powerful recoil. At this time, who was going to attack her next? 

In the team below, Arthas took the lead and charged forward without hesitation. The people from the 

other colleges were stunned for a second before they instantly moved. One after another, they turned 

into rays of light and rushed towards he Ian! 

Relying on these small fries? 

He Lan immediately found it funny. were these guys serious? 

Phoenix’s spiritual power had been broken, but he still had the most powerful trump card on his side! 

As if sensing he LAN’s thoughts, Bai Cai slowly leaned over, raised his dual blades slightly, and stood 

firmly in front of he Ian! 

Looking at Bai Cai’s frail back, he Ian did not panic at all! 

Although there were many people on the other side and the black blood device had unlimited activation 

supplies, the one who was not afraid of a battle of attrition was Bai Cai! 

Sure enough, the next second, a buzzing sound rang out in the sky, followed by a green rain of light 

falling from the sky. Everyone’s movements froze because of this! 

They could all recognize that it was one of the top-tier flower spirit’s secret arts: Telepathy! 

As the rain of telepathy fell, the grandfather, who had originally been slashed with a huge wound, was 

actually recovering visibly with the naked eye! 

Seeing this scene, everyone immediately braked, and for a moment, the aura that they had gathered 

disappeared without a trace! 

Everyone was smart, and they knew very well that under the rain of consonance, they would not be able 

to outlast this flower spirit. If they had no chance of winning, they might as well make use of this 

opportunity to escape… 

These words… It was obviously said to the third spiritual medium hidden in the crowd. . 

“Mm… sounds good… but I still want to try my best… ” 

A faint voice replied to he Ian, but this seemingly modest words made the originally smiling he LAN’s 

face instantly turn pale! ! 



Because she could clearly hear that these words… ! … came from the mouth of the little cabbage in front 

of her! ! ! 

The next second, the blade in the cabbage’s hand flashed and slashed towards he Ian! 

In the distance, Mu Yunji, who was sent flying, forcefully calmed her blood and Qi. When she saw this 

scene, she couldn’t suppress her surging blood and spat out a mouthful of blood, but her face was full of 

pleasant surprise! 

Cheng Bo said that he had guessed who the third medium was. She was still a little confused about the 

identity of the other party and what did it have to do with the success rate of this attack? 

So it was like this…. 

Chapter 1843: Backup Plan! 

 

“How is this possible…” 

He Lan clutched her neck tightly. The extremely familiar cabbage in front of her gave her an extremely 

unfamiliar feeling 

Blood gushed out from the area where she was clutching her neck. However, from the sounds she could 

make, the wound looked scary but she didn’t cut it too hard. At the very least, she didn’t cut off her 

vocal cords… 

“Who are you?”He Lan stared at the wound with a puzzled look. 

The person in front of her was definitely not the real cabbage! 

 

She spent a lot of time to get close to that guy. She didn’t believe that he was a guy who could hide so 

well. The flower spirit was a very pure living being. It was difficult for a gloomy person to hide from the 

flower spirit… 

The flower spirit was the purest of all the elf lifeforms. The gentle and kind flower spirit had a gentle and 

sunny aura. It made people feel very comfortable. This was also the reason why many healing jobs were 

done by the flower spirit, this was because they had the constitution to convey goodwill! 

However, this did not mean that they did not have a gloomy flower spirit. It was just that the gloomy 

flower spirit could not hide its temperament. The gloomy and cold flower spirit would be like a beautiful 

plant with thorns and poison. It could let people know of its danger from afar. If the conditions of the 

wild flower spirit in nature were bad and it chose to protect itself, it would also grow into a dark and 

cold flower spirit… … 

The moment Bai Cai brandished her sword, the temperament she displayed was completely different 

from the guy she had seen before. Although their looks and expressions were exactly the same, the aura 

that was clearly colder than the fog of death indicated that she knew… At this moment, an extremely 

terrifying soul was residing within Bai Cai’s body… … 



“Tsk… “faced with the question, Bai Cai couldn’t be bothered to look at the other party. Instead, she 

raised her sword-wielding hand and muttered to herself, “Looks like it’s impossible to replace this fellow 

in a battle. The difference in one’s perception is still too great… ” 

“You… “he Ian stared blankly at the other party. “What do you mean?” 

“Ah? “Bai Cai seemed to have realized that he was asking a question. He smiled and said, “Oh, nothing 

much. In other words, it’s not easy to control this body. I lost control of such a good position…” 

He Lan. ” …” 

This guy… was indeed not Bai Cai! 

But when did the other party control Bai Cai? Even though the fragments were of different sizes and 

there was a slight difference in power between the nightmares, it should not be so great that a spirit 

medium could silently control someone that was already under the control of others, right? Then what 

was the point of competing. Whoever was lucky enough to pick up the largest fragment would be 

directly appointed… 

And that wasn’t right either. If the other party could do such a thing, she would have acted long ago, 

why wait until now… 

Then there was only one possibility! 

“You knew her from the beginning? “He Lan stared at the other party. “You customized it from the 

beginning?” 

That’s right, this was the only way. The other party had known Bai Cai from the very beginning, and she 

had even used some kind of secret technique to bind herself to Bai Cai, allowing her to take over Bai 

Cai’s control of her body at any time! 

This was the only way to stealthily seize control of Bai Cai! 

No wonder… 

No wonder the other party was so calm, because she herself might not even be here. As long as she 

could pass Bai Cai, she would be able to participate in this trial. From the very beginning, she had been 

in an undefeatable position, so of course she was able to remain calm… . 

But… wasn’t this F * cking cheating? 

Could it still be played like this? 

“Don’t look at me like that… “cabbage said with a smile. “The price I have to pay is also very high. If I 

wasn’t here, I wouldn’t be able to use the nightmare power, right?” 

“You know it too… “he Ian immediately sneered at the other party, and his body became blurry. “It’s a 

good idea and design, but unfortunately, the best opportunity was missed by you… “. Then… He 

disappeared on the spot… 

In an instant, Shuanggou, who was fighting Feng Doudou and Yunji, forced his opponents away after he 

Ian disappeared and retreated with Grandpa Lu! 



The group of people looked at this scene in a daze and became strangely quiet… 

“Alice?” Wang Chengbo walked over with difficulty. He had used five different devices consecutively and 

enchanted so many people. It obviously consumed a lot of his mental strength. At this moment, his face 

was pale. It was obvious that he had reached his limit… … 

“I didn’t expect that… “Alice, who was controlling the cabbages, tilted her head and looked at him. “You, 

who have never performed well, are quite smart. How could you guess that it was me so quickly?” 

Wang Chengbo wasn’t as relaxed as Alice. Instead, he asked anxiously, “Where’s Helan?” 

“She ran away… “Alice shrugged her shoulders! 

“Why did you let her run away? “Feng Doudou, who had flown down from the sky, asked while panting 

heavily! 

“What do you mean by letting her run away? “Alice said helplessly. “This guy is very cautious. Although 

he chose to take the initiative to attack, he still set up a space coordinate on the spot. I didn’t kill her at 

the first moment, so I gave her a chance to activate the space coordinate. What I was talking to just now 

was just an afterimage of space… … At the end of the day.. … … I’m still too weak. Although I have 

cabbage’s body functions, my consciousness can’t keep up with my body. How could I miss such a good 

position? It seems that in the future, Pm only suitable to be behind-the-scenes … .. 

“Then let’s hurry up! “Feng Doudou quickly said. “Quickly withdraw from Cabbage’s body and wake her 

up. With her joining us, the four of us should have a chance to save Goudan and the others… ” 

“I’m afraid that won’t do…”. . Alice smiled. “It’s true that I used a secret technique to hide in cabbage’s 

body to enter the arena. However, there are side effects. That is, I can’t use my psychic abilities. In other 

words, I can’t control the nightmare. Once I exit cabbage’s body, she will immediately be controlled by 

the Nightmare! ” 

Everyone: ” … ” 

“Then what should we do? “Feng Doudou was dumbfounded. 

Now that Wang Chengbo had used up all his energy, he was also injured in order to stall the two of 

them. Yun JPs condition was better, but it wasn’t much better. If Bai Cai was here, she might still have a 

chance. But if it was Alice, who couldn’t fully unleash Bai Cai’s power… … Then… . 

“Don’t panic, Doudou… “Yunji smiled and looked at him. “Senior Alice is so relaxed. She must have a 

backup plan, right?” 

“Backup plan? “Feng Doudou and the people around him were stunned… . 

“Tsk… “Alice immediately looked at Yunji with a smile. “I like children like you who know how to be 

polite… ” 

“Faster… faster! ! ” 

At this time, has returned to the space coordinates point Helan’s face became somewhat anxious, 

regardless of the neck gush of blood, the hand seal unceasingly, seems to be summoning something! 



Now back to the previous location of her, in the call of nature is far away from the ball and Grandpa 

they! 

She knew she had to call the three of them back as soon as possible to keep herself safe! 

Besides this spatial coordinate that could be teleported back at any time, there was also the only 

defensive barrier that was not canceled by the Phoenix! 

In order to reduce the consumption, most of the arcane traps had been canceled, but the most solid 

defensive barrier had been kept. Even if the other side reacted and came before Grandpa Lu and the 

other two.., this defensive barrier could also buy him some time! 

It should be foolproof… 

Thinking of this, he LAN’s panicked mood slightly calmed down… … 

That guy, I will definitely make her regret it. After getting the position of team leader, I will definitely 

eliminate the other party’s quota, and I will definitely make the other party pay the price! 

He Lan, who had never suffered such a big loss, secretly made a resentful determination! 

Just as he was thinking about this, he suddenly heard a series of creaking sounds around him, which 

made he LAN’s expression, which had calmed down a little, stiffen! 

What was that? 

That sound… … It sounded like some kind of creature was chewing on something, which made people 

feel inexplicably uncomfortable… … 

Following the strange sound, he Lan’s face immediately turned pale! 

She didn’t know when, but a few meters away, a yellow canid creature was chewing on something 

outside the barrier… … 

She was shocked to find that the yellow canid creature was the big yellow dog that often hung around 

Bai Cai, and she was even more shocked to find that the thing that the big yellow dog was chewing on 

was the defensive barrier that 

Grandpa Lu had left behind! ! ! 

Chapter 1844: Can We Talk Now? 

 

“The backup plan you mentioned… Is this guy?” 

About half a week later, a group of people approached cautiously. Feng Doudou looked suspiciously at 

Big Huang, who was lying there with a satisfied expression on its face. He was a little dumbfounded… 

It wasn’t that she didn’t remember that little cabbage had come to study as a magical beast master, nor 

did she not know that Big Huang was a registered main magical beast of little cabbage, but… This guy… 

… ? … could he really kill that Helan Nana? 



Feng Doudou felt that it was an extremely ridiculous feeling. His group had been played like a fiddle, and 

they had almost been completely wiped out. In the end, it was rhubarb that reversed everything? 

This was something she couldn’t accept! ! 

 

“Boss… “Feng Doudou looked at Bai Cai in a daze. “You’re not joking, right?” 

“Don’t underestimate rhubarb… “Alice smiled as she walked over and gently stroked rhubarb’s head. 

“It’s a very reliable existence…” 

Feng Doudou: “It’s… right…” 

Rhubarb raised its head and glanced at Alice. A hint of displeasure flashed across its head. This annoying 

fellow was wearing its master’s skin, making it even more annoying… 

“What about he Ian? “Wang Chengbo asked curiously. 

Alice: “He ate it.” 

“Ate… Ate It?”Everyone’s expression froze. Even Yunji Mu, who was the most patient of them all, was 

stunned for a moment. She looked at Big Huang with a strange expression… … 

Those hateful dogs in the base did eat everything, but they didn’t expect..? … To Eat People? 

“Come, rhubarb… “Alice looked at rhubarb with a smile, “Give me the thing…” “Woof?” 

“Don’t play dumb…”alice smiled dangerously, “Be careful, Pll send you back. 

Ysera has been wanting to dissect you for a long time… ” 

“Woof Woof… “rhubarb immediately showed a fawning smile, and then it opened its mouth, and its 

huge mouth instantly became bigger than a human’s, giving the players a fright! 

Then, with a clang, two fist-sized crystals, one blue and one purple, rolled down! 

Alice picked them up with a smile. First, she looked at the purple crystal. 

Obviously, there was a corner of the purple crystal. Then, she looked at the dark screen in the distance 

and said, “What? You still want to try?” 

Everyone was stunned when they heard that. who was Alice talking to? 

Then, they saw a shadow squirming in the black screen. Then, a familiar figure walked out. It was 

Tiriverson’s former captain, Demon Edge! 

The players immediately frowned. There was only one left… 

“Sir, you’re really good! “Demon edge clapped his hands and said, “The two of us didn’t die unjustly…” 

Alice smiled and stretched out her hand. The person in front of her narrowed his eyes and finally took 

out the last Purple Shard. Alice gently waved her hand, and the Purple Shard flew over slowly and 

instantly fixed the last missing corner of the crystal… … 



“How did you know my location?”Yao Feng could not help but ask in the end. 

Alice fiddled with the crystal and said without raising her head, “I’ve read the information. The 

elemental shuttle skill on you and Yao Xing is one of the most troublesome skills. Naturally, I have to find 

an opportunity to mark your bodies in advance… ” 

Demon Edge nodded and retreated to the side without asking when he did it. 

At this time, he was really a meat on the chopping block. His fate would depend on the other party’s 

mood… 

Alice picked up another pale blue crystal and pinched it lightly. In an instant, the crystal that had already 

been synthesized turned into pieces again. Alice looked at it and handed two of the larger pieces to 

cloud herder. 

Yunji MU looked at Alice in a daze. 

“I told you, I like polite children… “Alice smiled. 

Yunji mu paused for a moment and then took it with a smile. “Thank you, Senior…” 

Then, she left two more pieces and said, “Grandpa Lu, take one. Li Goudan, take one. The rest are 

useless. I’ll take the rest back to report to you…” 

Take them back… 

Everyone swallowed their saliva and looked at Alice in a daze… 

They had wanted to ask her this since a long time ago, but they never had the chance. Alice… If she was 

a medium, then she.. … Had she joined the undead? 

Lord… Did you know? 

“I say… “demon edge couldn’t help but frown when he saw this scene. “Lord Captain, isn’t it bad for 

you… to give the spoils of war requested by the higher-ups to outsiders?” 

“Outsiders?”Alice smiled at him. “Young man, you have to understand your own position. To Me, you 

are the outsider, they are not…” 

Yao Feng. 

“What will the divine empress think if she finds out that you did this?” Alice: “Then it’s not something 

that a loser like you can care about! ” 

Yao Feng. ” …” 

Although he didn’t know if this captain would want him, one thing was certain this guy was definitely 

not easy to get along with! 

“Senior Alice… “Wang Chengbo took the crystal and looked at the post. He found that the group of high 

school students who came with them just now had disappeared, as if they couldn’t keep up with them… 

… 



“Don’t worry about them… “Alice said calmly, “They are not qualified to participate in the next thing! ” 

“Next thing? “The players were stunned. “What else?” 

This guy was a spiritual medium who had descended from the sky a year ago without any warning. 

Normally, this shouldn’t have happened, but it still happened. This meant that there must be something 

happening behind the scenes that he didn’t know about, or… … The transaction had happened! 

As expected, the next second, the entire black scene changed. Everyone felt as if the surrounding scene 

had switched places. When they raised their heads again, they were no longer in the hemlock forest 

from before! 

Cheng Bo and the others ‘hearts jumped. They looked around vigilantly. Without any warning, they were 

surrounded by a magnificent scene. It was a magnificent palace that could not be described with words. 

At the top of the palace was a figure that they could not see through! 

They could not see through it, but that did not mean that it was a mass of fog or a black shadow. Sitting 

there was an incomparably beautiful woman! 

However, although she was so beautiful that it was hard to breathe, no matter how they looked at her, 

they could not remember her appearance. She was clearly right in front of them, but the moment they 

looked at her, they could not remember what she looked like. Such a close distance and such a cycle was 

extremely bizarre! 

The few players took a deep breath, and an inexplicable fear rose in their hearts. Without a doubt, they 

knew that he was definitely a formidable boss! 

This was… The Divine Empress? 

Yao Feng held his breath and lowered his head carefully. As a loser, he did not even want to attract the 

attention of the other party right now. A boss of such a level had unfathomable thoughts. If he were to 

be displeased, with just a thought.., he would be reduced to ashes! 

But wasn’t he still in the Hemlock Forest just now? 

Why did he appear in the King’s palace all of a sudden? 

Space Transfer? But the two realms of life and death, wasn’t it too fake to pull everyone over without 

even realizing it? Even the gods might not have such a method, right? 

“Your Highness Rose! “Alice calmly raised her head to look at the other party and said indifferently, 

“According to the agreement, Can We Talk Now?” 

Chapter 1845: Seer’s new law -PartpOne one) 

 

Agreement… 

At this moment, all the players who participated in hemlock forest were gathered in this hall. Whether it 

was Feng Doudou and the others who had just regained consciousness or Li Goudan who had just 



regained consciousness, they all knew in their hearts that the head butler of Bai Cai.., seemed to have 

done something big behind their backs! 

“Although you haven’t grown up yet… I recognize you as a mortal! “On the throne… The existence that 

no one could remember finally opened his mouth. There was a charming smile on his face. Although 

they couldn’t remember it clearly, they were inexplicably attracted to it… 

It was the kind of thing that you couldn’t remember, but when others asked you about it, you would 

swear from the bottom of your heart that what you saw was incomparably beautiful! 

“Such a beautiful seed, just like Sylvanas back then… ” 

 

“Sir, you really know how to exaggerate…”alice smiled and said, “How can a small and insignificant 

existence like me be compared to that Sir?” 

“She was small and insignificant once… “rose smiled and looked at Alice. “To be able to grow from such 

a small and insignificant existence to this point, only your world can have such a miracle… ” 

“You flatter me, sir… “Alice said faintly, “Let’s talk about business… ” 

“What you said before, I can help you! “Rose’s slender and beautiful fingers rubbed gently, and her 

voice was seductive. “I can let you creatures sneak into the world of Death! ” Everyone: ” .. 

DemOll Blade: “l 

When the two groups of people heard this, they had two unexpected reactions. The players were all 

dumbfounded, and their minds were filled with repeated questions: the world of Death? Why did they 

sneak into the world of Death? 

And the only non-player, demon edge, began to tremble in fear! 

He knew what Lord Rose meant! 

The Divine Empress was the god of deception. She could make an undead pass through the laws to 

disguise as a living creature, and she could even deceive the living world. Naturally, she could also let a 

living creature deceive the world of the undead! 

This lord possessed such an extraordinary ability. Even though he couldn’t do it on a large scale, but… ! 

… It was indeed an extremely terrifying ability! 

It was probably because of this that this lord was invited to the Hall of Lords and became one of the ten 

great lords of Purgatory, enjoying countless offerings from the undead! 

But what did this woman mean? 

She wanted to help the living beings and deceive the death realm? 

To tell the truth, Yao Feng did not want to hear such a big story. He would rather be kept in the dark, 

because there was only one possibility for her to openly announce the news in front of an undead like 

him.., and that was never to worry that he would leak it out! 



“I want that Black Dragon Doll! !”Just when Yao Feng was in despair, another muffled voice sounded. He 

raised his head in shock! 

He saw that there were a few more thrones beside Ross, and on those thrones were all the figures that 

all the undead in the blood pool worshiped! 

His Highness the King of Destruction, the king of destruction, and the king of fear, the behind-the-scenes 

monarchs who participated in the four teams of the hemlock forest, had actually gathered in the 

seventh palace! ! 

The one who spoke was the ninth king, His Highness the King of Destruction! 

“Let’s talk about some rules, Sauron. The two-way choice was agreed upon from the beginning. If you 

don’t intend to abide by this treaty… “on the throne, rose said lazily, “Then you can leave!” 

Her words were extremely lazy, in stark contrast to the king of Destruction, who had a majestic and 

terrifying aura. However, when she heard these words, she immediately changed the topic, he smiled 

and said, “Of course… of course, I will abide by the rules. What I said just now was just that I was 

determined to win, because even if it was a two-way choice, that little guy would definitely choose me!” 

These words immediately caused the other two existences to sneer, but this conflict also came to an 

abrupt end. Obviously, neither the king nor the king seemed to have any intention of continuing to make 

such a fuss in front of a group of juniors… … 

“Cough…” 

Below, Feng Doudou was the first to react. He carefully said in a low voice, 

“Boss… what exactly… is going on?” 

“I’ll give you some time to explain… “Rose said lazily. “Don’t make us wait too long. Evil Gods don’t have 

much patience. As soon as possible, educate the children on the correct path… ” 

Alice bowed slightly in response, while Sauron, who had been making a ruckus just now, said directly 

with dissatisfaction, “Hey, hey, what do you mean by this order? What do you mean by popularizing the 

correct path of science? Are you implying that the guy is cheating?” 

But the argument only lasted a moment, because by the time the players realized what was happening, 

they were back in the hemlock forest. . 

Meanwhile, far away on Mars, all the new players trying to live each day received an e-mail from the 

Overlord! 

[ dear citizens, please note that since our galactic forces are gradually on the right track, the path to the 

stars will now be gradually opened up to qualified citizens! ] 

[ the following is the preliminary plan for the next ten years! ] 

[ let’s be frank about our predicament first. There are many citizens with potential in the base. 

According to the statistics of our dear president, there are hundreds of thousands of citizens who are 

qualified to enter the university (including those under his feet) . Unfortunately, based on the resources 



that our faction has currently developed, it is impossible to support 100,000 undergraduate students… ]. 

[ .. 

[ please understand. The organization is still in the early stages of development. Although we have 

detected several life planets that meet the conditions for modification, life stars of this level are not 

enough to nurture hundreds of thousands of level 10 life forms. Therefore… ]. [ …        [ if you want to 

advance to the level of a reference university, you have to go out and find your own resources! ] 

Of course, please be at ease. I am not saying this to let you go out and fend for yourselves. As a 

responsible lord, I have naturally planned out the path of resources for my beloved citizens. I can 

guarantee that you will be satisfied with the harvest of the various resource routes. I can also allow the 

vast majority of the first batch of citizens to obtain the qualifications to enter the university within the 

next ten years 

[ first, let’s talk about the basic requirements. In the six major cities, no matter which city’s residents 

reach level 5, once their skill requirements reach the city’s own standards, they can apply to participate 

in the Outbound Resource Quest! ] 

[ all the resources obtained from the outbound quest belong to me. Moreover, I can guarantee that no 

matter which quest you choose, you will receive a generous report. In addition to the basic reward, 

there are also precious rare resources to obtain opportunities, such as rare materials, advanced training 

sites, powerful secret technique inheritances, and so on! ] 

[ this mission will be divided into three directions. In addition to the direction of the Emerald Starfield 

and the demon domain, the purgatory blood pool will also be set up! ] 

[ all three directions will be risky, but there will be great rewards. Each person can only choose one 

direction, and they must reach the required qualifications to be qualified for the mission. Those who do 

not meet the requirements will not be allowed to accept the mission! ] 

[ next, I will announce the recruitment requirements in all three directions. Please sign up if you meet 

the requirements. After all, whether it is in your own world or the universe’s world, everything that can 

help you improve depends on yourself. Of course, I will allow my people to live a stable life in my 

territory, but if you are not willing to accept the current situation and want to become strong, please 

seize the opportunity and time, because… ]. :. 

Opportunity doesn’t always exist! ] 

From: The Great Seer Eldia, Lord of the galaxy! 

Chapter 1846: Seer’s New Law (middle) 

 

As soon as the new email was sent, the entire Mars base was instantly in an uproar. The players who 

were originally extremely busy every day stopped what they were doing and started discussing it one by 

one. 

Some of them called out to their friends. For a time, many restaurants opened in many cities were filled 

with players. They were all discussing the contents of the new email in groups. 



Wang Ye and his comrades also gathered at the dog egg restaurant after receiving the news early in the 

morning. Each of them generously ordered a lot of expensive meat and a pile of wine… … 

The Sun was bright and clear, and even under the barrier, the sun was scorching. Wang Ye and his 

teammates picked up the cold beer brewed from high-grade food and took a sip. Instantly, they felt so 

comfortable that they started moaning! 

“BURP… “one of the Tall Green Titans could not help but Burp, with a look of enjoyment, he sighed, 

“Aiya, I remember when I first came here, I came to exchange a bottle of cold beer for some points. 

Now, I haven’t drunk it for almost a year…” 

 

Wang Ye was stunned when he heard that. He suddenly sighed. In the past, this group of brothers would 

gather together when they had nothing to do, but ever since they came here, it seemed that they had 

not gathered for a year. Occasionally, when they met on the streets, they would hurriedly greet each 

other and go to do their own things. If it wasn’t for the new law being introduced this time, perhaps 

they wouldn’t even know when they would gather together… . 

Speaking of which… . ! It was still because the pace of life here was too fast! 

Many people outside who did not come in thought that this place was paradise, where they could live a 

carefree life like cabbages. However, the pace here was actually different from what many internet 

celebrities described, the rhythm here far surpassed the 996 lives in the first-tier cities of d-ball! 

Everyone was busy with work, missions, study, and exercise every day. There was almost no spare time. 

Even the most enjoyable delicacies slowly became popular for fast food in the fast-paced pace, this 

caused the business of the dog egg restaurant chain to drop drastically, and they had no choice but to 

switch to making fast food! 

This was not forced. In fact, in the few major cities, other than the fifth city, many city lords were 

discussing the law of compulsory rest. It was really because the players themselves were too 

introverted. 

The desires of humans were endless. Originally, the quality of life here had already completely 

surpassed that of Earth. It was a place that was very suitable for leisurely enjoyment. However, 

everyone wanted to surpass the others and head to a wider world, everyone was crazily making use of 

every minute and second to improve themselves and increase their competitiveness. It was as if they 

would fall into the abyss if they fell behind! 

However, that was not the case because the policy regarding players going out had not been perfected 

yet. Many old players who were already qualified were stuck. In fact, most of them had nothing to do 

and could completely relax. 

However, this group of old players was still using every moment to improve themselves, especially the 

spirit-type players. With the guidance of a master teacher, they could not wait to immerse themselves in 

the Sea of knowledge in their professional field every second. 

Clearly, everyone realized that those who could leave… … Were probably the minority… .. 



Just like the first batch of players, there were only a dozen or so spots. There were also many great lord 

players who could not go together. The reason why they could not go was because they were not 

outstanding enough. And because of that small gap.., they were stuck on the spot for a year! 

No one knew what the next policy would be. However, everyone was fully prepared. If they were slow, 

they would always be slow. and the atmosphere of the old players quickly attracted the newcomers.., 

many people were crazily moving in this inexplicable and pressing atmosphere. Even Wang Ye and the 

others had inexplicably begun to enter this rhythm! 

Not to mention Wang Ye, who had always wanted to catch up to Li Goudan’s rhythm. Li Goudan had 

already left for more than a year. In that universe-level high school, his growth was likely to be rapid 

every day. If he could not catch up in a short time.., it would not be long before he would never see the 

shadow of Li Goudan again. 

“He’s coming, he’s coming! “A Green Titan beside him, who was playing with a skewer, suddenly 

became excited. He slapped his thigh crazily. It was obvious that he had received the notification in the 

email… . 

Wang Ye and the others also looked over excitedly! 

They were born in the special forces. Whether it was willpower or combat quality, they were far from 

what ordinary players could compare to. After entering the system, they were like fish in water. Their 

levels rose rapidly. In just a short year, most of them had already reached level 4, although they were 

still some distance away from the first batch of players, they were definitely in the lead among the new 

batch of players. 

The rumored second batch of players who could leave needed what conditions and how many spots 

there were. This was related to the future. It would depend on how the new law was arranged! 

Therefore, they all opened their emails and read them carefully… . . 

[ dear people, after careful discussion and comparison between myself and the high-level team, I have 

synthesized all of my current resource channels in the universe. Now, I have preliminarily drawn up 

three routes and their respective plans. In the future, they may be modified, but the basic routes will not 

be changed for at least ten years… ) 

[ first of all, there are three basic channels. They are the Emerald Star Field, the Abyss World, and the 

Purgatory world. Each channel has different conditions, and the risks and benefits are also very 

different. Players with conditions can choose carefully according to their own conditions. Please note 

that once you sign up, you will not be able to change your choice, so please be careful! ] 

[ the first is the Emerald Starfield. The Emerald Starfield is a newly developed primitive starfield in the 

new territories. It has a vast territory and is rich in resources. Due to the support of the elders, the risks 

are relatively small, but the rewards are relatively unstable… ] 

[ the current work of the Emerald Starfield is to collect specimens. Currently, the Starfield has developed 

a total of more than 30 life planets. The initial estimation of their levels is between level 6 and level 5. 

Players are responsible for on-the-spot investigation, collecting animal specimens, plant specimens, 

mineral specimens, water quality, and a series of other resource specimens. 



Those who find high-quality specimens will receive a high number of points. 

Moreover, the various resources on high-level planets can be enjoyed first! ] 

[ requirements: players must be at least level 5. Ranger, Flower Spirit, and other professions are 

preferred. Players who have specialized in gathering and other lifestyle professions are preferred. They 

will be guaranteed a daily allowance of 1,000 points. If any new species is discovered, the rewards will 

be evaluated based on the value of the specimens collected. The mission will have a non-capped reward 

system. Moreover, there is a huge demand for players. 

Players who have the conditions must not miss it! ] 

After reading this, Wang Ye and the others took a deep breath. It was indeed a resource channel. With 

this price, their basic salary could guarantee 1,000 points per day. The few of them who worked as 

security guards in the city only got 100 points per day. 

After all, Huaxia City had sufficient financial resources, far surpassing the other five big cities. The salary 

of civil servants had always been the highest in all of the cities. It was said that the fifth city was only 31 

days away from the fanatical white players, the gap between them was not small. 

In the end, the quest was increased tenfold, and that was not even the reward salary! 

It was indeed a resource channel! ! 

The group of men was instantly moved, but Wang ye frowned slightly. The treatment was not bad, but 

the higher-ups also said that Rangers, flower spirits, and players who specialized in the gathering 

profession were priority! 

The above requirements were not very friendly to the Green Titan players, especially since he placed too 

much importance on his own combat ability and had never studied the life gathering profession. This 

thing.., was more suitable for the players in the third city? 

He did not think that he could compete under circumstances where his attributes did not match. Now 

that Mars was full of talents and the competition was big, he did not think that he could obtain a spot if 

he did not have the advantage of his profession… … 

Thinking of this, he did not think about it anymore and looked back…. 
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The benefits of the Emerald Starfield were not bad, but the competition there was not good enough. 

Wang Ye had also done quests in the new territories forest, and it was obvious that, the players who 

graduated from the third city had more advantages than his group. 

Under the policies of the city lord of the third city, Song Yi, the players who could leave the city, were all 

at least proficient in one specialty (plant harvesting or mineral harvesting) , such as leather making, 

forging, simple decomposition, elemental capture, and other two skills. As a result, players of the same 

level went to the new territories to work. The difference in performance-to-price ratio was at least four 

to five times… … 



Many players earned points in a day, which was what Wang Ye earned in a week. Wang Ye’s only 

advantage was his individual combat strength. However, in the wilderness, facing unknown creatures in 

the jungle, he might not be able to display 100% of his strength. This also led to the group of special 

forces returning obediently to serve as Huaxia City’s guards… . 

The mission that sounded like the Emerald Starfield was actually similar to the New World Forest. He did 

not have any life skill buffs, and he was not a traditional ranger class. If he were to go on an exploration 

mission on a new planet, his efficiency would definitely be low. 

The mission had also mentioned that it recommended Ranger classes, players who specialized in 

gathering, and magical class players who specialized in materials science and elemental science to go. It 

was not very suitable for people like him… … 

 

When he thought of this, Wang Ye suddenly felt a little regretful. Back then, in order to match up with Li 

Goudan, he had chosen wood elves as well. However, the one that he had transformed into was a 

strength-type elf that was a minority type. Furthermore, it was an upper limb-shaped elf. The job that 

was suitable for him was a pure Elf Knight! 

Fortunately, his elemental perception was not bad. He could use elemental equipment and specialize in 

elemental knights. However, according to the training instructor, elemental knights were a job that 

consumed a lot of resources. Not only was it more complicated for the growth of the body, but it also 

required a lot of equipment, it also required a lot of runic equipment. The further one went, the more 

money they would burn. 

Yet, this class that burned money was not very profitable! 

Wang Ye was speechless. If it was a pure elemental envoy, A Level 4 player would have long applied to 

help purify energy crystals for the city. The treatment was quite good, even in the fifth city, which could 

suck the blood of the players, the price for a Level 4 elementalist was 500 points per day! 

Although magical class players consumed a lot of energy, they also earned a lot. As for Wang Ye, he 

consumed a lot of energy and earned about the same amount of money as an ordinary Green Titan. 

Most importantly, ordinary Green Titans did not need to familiarize themselves with runic weapons, just 

like his teammates, a more ruthless mace was used for a whole year! 

If he had known earlier, he would have chosen the Green Titan as well… 

Sighing, Wang Ye also knew that there was no point in regretting his actions. 

He could only take things one step at a time. Thus, he directly filtered through the details of the Emerald 

Starfield and looked at the second resource channel. 

According to the law, the second channel was the Abyss Channel. It had been mentioned before, but 

now it was completely opened. Players could enter the Abyss world with the help of soap and become a 

pureblood demon! 

In a great demon faction, entering the army ahead of time to carry out various war missions would have 

a high-level demon leading the team. The missions were all temporary. According to the mission, the 



player would pay military merits and receive corresponding rewards, when the player reached level 10 

in the army, the Lord of the faction could directly recommend the player to participate in the next 

general exam. The player could enter the Academy as a military user with public funds. All the related 

expenses in the academy, as well as private resources, would be supported, will be borne by this 

demonic faction! 

This passage is open to all players. It is not limited to professions. Combat Professions can enter the 

first-line army to carry out war missions. Spirit-type players can also enter the faction to carry out the 

research required by the army, and all of them can obtain military merits! 

Players are required to be at least level 5. Those who join the first-line army need to have at least two 

weapons specialties. Berserkers need to have a + Berserker specialty, and magical-type players need to 

have a specialty for the corresponding project, the type of item would be updated in the mail from time 

to time, and interested magical class players could follow it at any time. 

After that, there were two more requirements for the channel. The first was that any player who signed 

up for the Abyss front line had to go there first to undergo modern weapon training. If the training 

failed, they would be directly eliminated. Those who failed would not receive any reward. second.., 

before going there, they would undergo a second genetic surgery! 

Any player who went to the Abyss would undergo a second genetic surgery, the genes that were 

introduced were all advanced abyssal devil species (but their levels would be lower than the top-tier 

genes currently being tested in the base, such as the Green Titan, Wood Elves…) . Therefore, after 

transplanting the secondary genes.., they would not be like Wang Goudan, who would obtain a second 

top-tier gene. 

When he saw this, Wang Ye instantly frowned… 

To be honest, the military battlefield mission was very suitable for a player like him who was born in the 

special forces. Regardless of whether it was the quality of a soldier or his battlefield experience, he 

believed that his performance would definitely be above that of an ordinary player. Although it said that 

there was a certain degree of life-threatening danger, it was within the tolerance range… … 

It was stated in the description that most of the missions in the Abyss battlefield were not in the abyss. 

Instead, they were field missions from other planets in the Northern Star Field. There was indeed a risk 

of falling, but most of the cases could be revived unless there was a special situation. 

This was already a considerable guarantee, especially for someone like him who was born in the army. 

After all, when he was in the army, there was no mention of a resurrection cross. Shouldn’t he just go 

for it? 

As long as the benefits were proportional to the risks, Wang Ye did not think much of it. However, the 

key was the gene surgery. Transplanting a low-level gene might have some limitations in the future… … 

Although the introduction was very tactful and said something about a high-level demon, Wang Ye could 

tell with a glance that the gene transplant was at least lower than the current one! 



Before the double gene surgery, the higher-ups had already made it clear that all players could only 

have one chance for the gene surgery. Regardless of the success or failure, it was impossible for them to 

do it a second time. Such a 

precious opportunity.., of course, Wang Ye did not want to transplant a gene that would lower his 

quality. 

Even though Wang Ye did not read much, he still had a general view of the big picture. This mission was 

obviously prepared for second-tier players. At the very least, top-tier players like Li Goudan would not 

accept it… … 

And as a man who wanted to catch up to Li Goudan, he naturally could not choose… … 

Taking a deep breath, Wang Ye immediately gave up on this extremely tempting mission option. After 

all… … Other than the condition of genetic surgery, this abyss passage mission was too suitable for him! 

Finally, Wang Ye looked at the third option! 

Purgatory passage! 

As if to show the danger of this passage, in the email, the introduction of this passage was dyed scarlet 

red. It seemed to be a visual reminder to the players that this was an extremely dangerous choice! 

The first introduction of this passage explained that the danger level of this passage was very high. The 

place it went to was very special, and there was no guarantee of rebirth. Citizens, please consider it 

carefully. 

Next was the quota. This passage was the only one with a quota limit, and the quota was very rare. 

When Wang Ye saw it, his heart jumped.. It showed that there were only ten slots, and once the 

recruitment was over, the passage would be closed, the opening time would be announced later! 

Chapter 1848: The Daily Life of 

the base (1) 

 

“The second genetic surgery will be based on demon genes. Is that Alright?” 

At this moment, in the Huaxia City Lord’s base, Lei Xue and rainless melon were telephoning and 

discussing the Lord’s new bill… 

Rainless melon was obviously telephoning from the public communication station, and it didn’t take 

long for them to communicate. Lei Xue directly asked the question she was most concerned about. 

The abyssal passage had long since been set up by soap. With the help of Vera, soap had basically 

stabilized the situation and reached an agreement with the various High Demon clans in the Abyss to 

bring in a large number of demon disciples for training, they would share the resources of the Bolton 

Force. 

 



On the other side, they would quietly bring in more outstanding players from the base to infiltrate the 

army. While training the players, they would also be able to enjoy the resources of a large force and 

grow rapidly. After that, they would use military merits as an excuse to.., recommending them for the 

federal high school examination, not only would they be able to share the financial pressure of their 

own faction, they would also have a reasonable channel to recommend them to participate in the 

federal examination. 

However, they had to use demon genes as a condition to join, which made Lei Xue somewhat puzzled… 

… 

Because the positioning of Bolton ‘s faction was not that of a pure demon faction. Instead, it was a 

comprehensive faction that mainly relied on the demon faction and supported by the external 

descendants. It strived to obtain the recognition of the traditional families of the federation! 

This was also the reason why Bolton was so supportive of Rennes. If not for Rennes, who had not even 

reached the standard of a dragon-level, how would he be able to become a planet marshal of such a 

large faction like Bolton? 

However, since it was not a complete demon faction, why did he want the players to inject demon genes 

into them to disguise themselves as demons? 

Facing Lei Xue’s doubts, rain lady sighed and quickly said, “Lei Xue, you will be participating in the 

general exam soon. Don’t always limit your thinking to the past. You have to think in terms of the overall 

situation of the universe… ” 

In the face of Snow’s obedient listening, rain girl thought highly of her. This was also the reason why she 

was able to become the base’s chief executive officer. 

Moreover, rain girl was stronger than her. A superior who was stronger than her and appreciated her 

was naturally worthy of her trust… . 

“Considering the overall situation, the first batch of players entering different levels of high schools will 

definitely attract attention. If such ancient bloodlines appear one after another, it will definitely attract 

the attention of the majority of the powers. Under such circumstances, it will be difficult to hide. Our 

powers are still very weak and are not ready to be exposed to the public…”. ” … ” 

“Is that why you’re using your demon identity as a demonstration?” 

“Abyss Demons are a race that is not well-liked in the universe, so many choose to isolate themselves to 

restrict their strength. Even if a powerful demon goes to a high school, there is a high probability that 

they will not be able to join the school team. Their exposure rate will be much lower, which will be more 

conducive for the players to focus on training and grow in secret…”. 

After a short pause, she continued, “To put it internally, in the Burton faction, non-demon members 

would definitely be discriminated against and schemed against. With the demon genes as cover, the 

players would at least have much less firepower. After all… “. ” …”. “Currently, the majority of the Battle 

Force in the Burton faction is still high-level demons! ” 



“Understood… “lei xue nodded. The meaning was very clear. Giving up a portion of their potential in 

exchange for a safer environment to grow up in was a more stable method in the current situation 

where the faction was weak. She, who had always been conservative, also agreed with this… … 

Rain girl saw this and said, “As for you thinking of losing a part of your potential, that’s not very 

accurate. Ysera’s double-gene surgery is indeed mature, but not everyone can take on two top-tier 

ancient bloodlines like Wang Xiaojia. The balance of double genes is very difficult to grasp. Only those 

with excellent talent have a chance. Wang Xiaojia’s body talent test is the best among us, which is why 

Ysera used her as the first test subject. But even she hasn’t been able to completely balance the two 

genes in her body! ” 

“Therefore, most of the players don’t have the potential that you think they have. Using ancient 

bloodlines as the main gene and high-level demons as the secondary gene is the most suitable path for 

most of the players. They didn ‘t waste their potential… ” 

Hearing this, Snow Thunder was stunned. This was the first time she had heard of this. No wonder after 

Wang Goudan’s experiment was successful, the other first batch of players didn’t follow up. It turned 

out that they weren ‘t confident. 

If even rainy herself was not confident in performing the surgery, then most of the players would not be 

able to do what Goudan did… . 

Speaking of which, Wang Goudan’s physical fitness was actually the best. She had always thought that it 

would be boss rainy. As expected… … Things like talent were always so unreasonable… 

While they were chatting, the Al suddenly prompted Lei Xue that someone had come to the door. When 

Lei Xue opened the interface and saw that it was Wang Ye, she paused slightly. 

She knew Wang Ye. After all, he was one of the top special forces captains in the country. He was 

directly under her grandfather’s command. Otherwise, she would not have been arranged to cooperate 

with Li Goudan back then. 

Ever since she became the chief executive officer, Wang Ye seemed to have avoided suspicion. In the 

past year, he had never come looking for her. However, this time, he took the initiative to come looking 

for her. It was probably… … It was probably because of the new law… 

“Well, that’s about it for today…”. Rain girl also smiled and said, “The five city lords will come to look for 

you in the future. You might be a little busy during this period of time, but don’t delay your meditation 

and cultivation. 

Remember, the most basic thing is to be strong. This is the first law no matter where you are.” . . .” 

“Well, thank you, Sir…” 

“That… excuse me, so busy to disturb you… …”Wang Ye face a rare show of shyness, obviously… … You 

know, there are some psychological barriers to using the back door… . . 

Snow smiled and looked at each other, from small to large or the first time to see Wang Ye this 

expression. 



“Ahem… that… I want to know about the purgatory passage… “Wang Ye, who was being sized up in an 

unnatural manner, forced himself to reveal his purpose. … 

Lei Xue immediately laughed, but she did not continue to tease him, instead, she opened the bill’s panel 

and said, “The purgatory passage is the newest passage. Due to the uniqueness of this passage, it is 

currently only open to a small number of players. Currently, only ten slots are open… ” 

“Ahem… I know… “speaking of serious matters, Wang Ye’s expression slowly turned serious. “I want to 

know what the selection criteria is. ” 

He did not come to the back door purely to cheat. He just wanted to get some first-hand information. At 

the very least, he did not want to waste time on useless preparations. If this passage was not suitable 

for him, he would give up immediately. He would choose the path of the Abyss Army… … 

“According to the standard positioning… …”. “According to the normal mission team outside, there are 

two types of assistants: the main force and the auxiliary force. There are many types of auxiliary force. 

Arcanists, boundary masters, logistics equipment, doctors, and even summoner snipers are all auxiliary 

force. The main force is much simpler. It’s just that they have to be strong. No matter what class you 

are, your individual combat ability is far better than that of the doujinshi, so you can become the main 

force. Among the ten people recruited this time, we plan to recruit five auxiliary force and five main 

force. ” 

“This intensity… does it include old players? “Wang ye asked the question that he was most concerned 

about! 

To be honest, although everyone was working very hard now, Wang Ye was still very confident in his 

growth. Among the new batch of players, he believed that he was definitely one of the best. 

However, if he faced old players, Wang Ye did not have any confidence at all…. 

Chapter 1849: Daily Life of the base (2) 

 

When Snow Thunder heard this, she immediately smiled. She did not expect that the top-tier soldier 

King, who had always been unconvinced by anyone in the army, also knew that she could not defeat the 

old players… 

The world had indeed changed. The old players who had taken the initiative back then were indeed not 

easily surpassed. However, it was precisely because of this that they had to seize every opportunity. In 

the new faction that had such a fast tempo.., if they were one step slower, they might forever be left 

behind by others! 

Thinking of this, lei xue directly confessed, “Not all the old players are participating. If all the old players 

are participating, then in order not to create an imbalance in the hearts of the remaining players, the 

higher-ups would not announce the third mission so openly. The purgatory passage had communicated 

with all the old players before it was released, which explained the dangers involved. Many of the old 

players were only ordinary people. They had parents and relatives, and some even had wives and 

children. They did not plan to take such a big risk to snatch the resources. After a round of 

communication, only four old players were willing to participate… ” 



“Four? “Wang Ye’s heart skipped a beat as he became excited. Even if these four were the main players 

who had signed up, there was still one slot left. There was still a chance! 

As if she had seen through Wang Ye’s thoughts, Lei Xue directly smiled and said, “There are three main 

players who have signed up. The other one who has signed up is a relatively rare equipment hand 

among the auxiliary players. If you want to participate, there are still two slots available for you to fight 

for… ” 

 

After a pause, she continued, “But you have to think carefully. This passage quest is very dangerous. If 

you are not careful, you might die outside. And that place is absolutely impossible to be reborn…” 

Hearing this, Wang Ye straightened his back and his expression became serious. “Can you explain it in 

detail?” 

Previously, when he saw the red words on the introduction, he knew that this third passage was not that 

simple. To be able to make so many veteran players give up so easily, the degree of danger was obvious. 

Lei Xue: “The Purgatory Passage is a resource passage obtained by the Lord in a bet with a powerful 

existence from that world. The lords over there are willing to hire a few of our most outstanding 

disciples to be the team leaders and represent them to participate in the competition between the 

juniors. After winning any competition, the benefits will be split 50-50. However, if our disciples fall in 

the competition, the other party will not bear any responsibility! ” 

“The most outstanding disciple?”Wang ye swallowed his saliva as if he had thought of something. 

“That’s what you think! “Lei Xue nodded and said, “Including Li Jiayi, more than seven players will 

become the hiring leaders of a few adults, and you guys are going in to support them! ” 

Wang Ye immediately stood up in excitement when he heard that. His expression was not very good as 

he said, “Jiayi is also here?” 

“Calm down… “Lei Xue glanced at him and said, “You don’t need to worry about Jiayi’s safety. She is one 

of the most outstanding people in our faction. What you need to worry about is whether you have the 

qualifications to go in and help her… ” 

Wang Ye was stunned when he heard this. Then, his face immediately turned red. 

However, he was used to being a man. He had suddenly forgotten that the current him didn’t have the 

qualifications to care about others? 

Lei Xue shook her head and started to draw on the electronic screen. “The new batch of players that you 

sent in is different from Li Jiayi and the others. Li Jiayi and the others will be the team leaders when they 

enter. They will be given a professional team. Other people have the right to choose their teammates in 

the lower level, but you have to start from the bottom of the blood pool! ” 

“Blood Pool? “Wang Ye raised his eyebrows and asked seriously, “What is it?” 

“That world’s gathering place for young geniuses. Due to the bloody competition, the blood and flesh of 

geniuses can be piled up into a forest of blood and flesh, so it’s called a blood pool. Your mission is to 



climb up from the lowest level of the blood pool, layer by layer, and continuously compete for victory. 

When you reach the door of the Sovereign Palace, Li Jiayi and the other captains will choose you to join 

the team…”. “. ” 

A hint of excitement flashed across Wang Ye’s solemn eyes when he heard this. He was excited that this 

passageway could allow him to directly grow to the level where he could help Jiayi. However, the 

drawback was that the life-and-death competition at the bottom level was quite intense, this was 

probably the reason why most of the veteran players directly gave up. 

As expected.., the next second, he heard lei xue say faintly, “According to the data provided by that side, 

the blood pool at the bottom level has more than a million people who are shortlisted for the auditions 

every year. However, less than one-thousandth of them will be able to enter the next level alive. Once 

they reach the next level, they will continue to compete with some of the competitors who were 

eliminated but did not die in the previous level for even rarer spots to enter the upper level. After 

repeating this over and over again, there is a total of five levels before they can reach the position in 

front of the King’s Palace! ” 

“Moreover, in order to not attract attention, it’s best for the ten of you not to gather at the bottom level 

and fight on your own. Moreover, each of you must find a team that suits you. There, you won’t be able 

to reach the top level by yourself…” 

Wang Ye took a deep breath. This sounded like an extremely difficult task. Not only did it have a 

terrifying elimination rate, but it also tested his ability to work as a team. No wonder so many veteran 

players had given up on it. 

“What about resources? “Wang ye asked with a frown. For such a difficult mission, the reward of 

resources had to be worth the risk, right? 

“Don’t worry about resources…”. ” “. “It’s practically a top-tier cultivation resource that surpasses a high 

school. Even if a newcomer has just entered the auditions, they will have their own resource areas. 

Many of the resources inside can even be compared to the ancient lands. Be it the quality of the energy 

or some of the special resources inside, the prerequisite is that you are strong enough to occupy those 

resources…”. <per_0> ” 

“Understood… “Wang ye nodded, completely understand each other’s words. The law of the jungle, the 

strong eat the weak, the weak die… 

Such a person… .. . It’s a bit of a struggle, a bit of awe, but also a sense of eagerness… 

In addition to the heated discussion among ordinary players, the six city administrators, an 

administrative group, also gathered to discuss the bill in the first instance, but compared to private 

players,. The group discussion of the major city lords was naturally more serious… … 

The most troublesome one was the city lord of the fifth city, Mister! 

This year… ! … He had a very bad time, very bad! 

Yes, in just a year’s time, his current position could be said to be in imminent danger, and the capital 

control that he had previously imagined did not go according to his expectations at all. 



This one year’s time made him realize, sadly, that if he used the same tricks as Bei mi here… It seemed.. 

… It would not work! 

His original plan was to use his usual tricks in the fifth city to pull a group of people to fight a group of 

people, win over white players, engage in racial discrimination, and openly exploit the value of most of 

the remaining players, after that, he would focus his resources on the upper echelons of the alliance 

clans to create a new world. This way, even if he were to step down later, he would no longer be the city 

lord, however, he had already established a financial magnate that could bind the fate of the city. The 

new city Lord would have to rely on himself to take power. For generations, the upper echelons of the 

capital would be re-established in this new world! 

Monopolizing the rising channels and becoming a noble of the New World Pyramid was his original goal. 

This method had been used by many capital Giants before, and he had done it even more intelligently. 

However, he had not expected… ! … the rapid progress of his forces had led to a series of policies that 

were only for small benefits, not big schemes.. The side effects had come very quickly! ! ! 
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Ever since the first batch of players from Goudan Wang left for school at the beginning of the year, 

Mister’s reputation had been deteriorating! 

This was not only because he had been trampled by Goudan once at the beginning of the year. Although 

that time had caused his reputation to plummet, at least there were still quite a number of white 

players who were on par with him. After all, they were the ones who had benefited from it, more or 

less, they still hoped that this white supremacy city lord would be able to hang around for a period of 

time. 

Unfortunately, in less than a few months, these white players no longer thought so… … 

Because after leaving the city, they would discover that they were completely uncompetitive! 

In the city, because of Mister’s policy preferences and their own expectations of white players, most 

white players would be able to earn decent income while lying down every day. Moreover, they would 

have the policy of giving priority to leaving the city, in order to limit the rise of the players in central 

China, the city set strict conditions for them to leave the city. Not only did they have to reach level 4, but 

they also had to meet all kinds of harsh specialization conditions! 

 

However, the white players were very relaxed. They only needed to reach level 

3, and they did not need any specialization to apply to leave the city. They could also receive the city’s 

first relatively good subsidy. It could be said that they were blessed by the heavens, it made the white 

masters in the city feel superior! 

However, after they left the city, this sense of superiority disappeared without a trace! 



This was because there was no white priority policy in the New Territories. All resources and missions 

were earned by strength. The white masters who relied on exploiting foreign players to leave the city 

flat immediately realized that.., they were pitifully weak outside! 

In terms of overall growth, they were far inferior to the Huazhong players who came out of the elite 

inner scroll of Huaxia City. In terms of cost-effectiveness, they could not compare to the third city 

players who had at least two specialized life skills per person. In terms of field survival and combat 

ability, they could not compare to the fourth city players who came out from the jungle law policy 

training. In terms of construction research, they could not even compare to the Maines of the first city 

and the developers of Huaxia City… 

The white players who did not have any advantages found that they ran into obstacles everywhere on 

the new street. The Huaxia City’s old players discriminated against them and did not recruit them 

directly. The new players ‘forces only valued talent. The white players who were lazy and incompetent 

were even more despised. After a long period of time, whether they were doing business or forming 

small parties to accept quests, they would avoid the white players from the fifth city… … 

Often, when the players in the party market heard that they were born in the fifth city, and then looked 

at their white skin, they would simply laugh and PASS them off! 

For a time, they were not considered as street rats, but they were also considered as marginalized 

people who were isolated… 

In less than a few months, a large number of white players who were born in the fifth city retreated with 

dejected faces. One after another, they pointed out on the internet that they were targeted and scolded 

other cities for discriminating against them and isolating them. 

They were collectively despised by the players from the major cities and were given the titles of trash, 

Worm, and so on. For a time, their reputations became even more stinky! 

The encounters of the white players from the fifth city were quickly posted on the d-ball network, 

causing the citizens who were preparing to choose the fifth city to become more and more uneasy. 

Finally… … The media that initially praised Mister to the skies began to turn the spotlight! 

Various media outlets began to claim that Mister’s petty policies had destroyed the first batch of 

outstanding white players and turned them from elites into useless bloodsuckers, in comparison, 

whether it was song Zaiyi’s policy of forcing his citizens to learn life skills, or Elizabeth’s policy of the 

jungle laws, they all fully demonstrated the long-term vision of a high-ranking politician, it was far more 

useful than the false white supremacy of Mister! 

For a time, all kinds of media outlets were attacking Mister’s news. All kinds of unbearable criticism 

judged him as a political cancer! 

Then, the white players in the city began to blame mister, using the false white honor to make them lose 

their competitiveness and ruin their lives. If the northern players were completely isolated because of 

this, he would be the sinner of history! 

Mister was furious at the reversal of all this. These SH * t media and those trash who were isolated now 

knew to blame him? 



Why didn’t they think about how he delayed them when they were enjoying the benefits in the 

beginning? Failed Pariahs always found excuses for their own weakness! 

Mister scoffed at the pointing of the outside world, but the problem was that he could not retreat now, 

because the expected effect had not been achieved! 

He had to admit that in this new world where there was a huge difference in individual strength, the 

previous method of gathering resources was not as useful as he had imagined! 

The reason was very simple. Although he had used his authority to allow his family and the Allied family 

to obtain quite a lot of points, there was a problem, and that was that these points could not be 

effectively converted into strength! 

It was not that these points were useless. In fact, this new faction had always maintained a relatively 

stable exchange rate for points. The points that he had obtained could indeed buy a large amount of 

energy resources and some other high-level equipment, however, the problem was that they were 

useless… 

The members of the clan were weak and weak in level. There was a limit to how much energy they could 

bear. Exchanging so much high-level energy would be fine in the beginning. However, once you had 

more, you would realize that it would not help you raise your high standards, it would indeed make it 

easier for them to cultivate, but in reality, they wouldn’t be able to widen the gap between them and 

ordinary players as mister had imagined. 

In fact, they wouldn’t even be able to widen the gap. After ordinary players entered the new world, they 

could rely on their own hard work to find sufficient resources for themselves. Moreover, with their 

willingness to take risks, they would often grow faster. As for clan members.., because the resources 

were too good and they didn’t train, their growth was limited. 

In the statistics from a month ago, the new batch of players in the entire base’s combat strength and 

level ranking, only a few of his own clan and Allied clan could enter the top 1,000. The plot that he had 

imagined would occupy the head of the entire base was even further away. 

At this time, he realized that in this new world where the strength of a single life form was more 

important, the route of rapidly accumulating capital was wrong. This was especially so for his method of 

accumulating capital in a short period of time, which he didn’t hesitate to sacrifice the interests of the 

entire city, now, the side effects were very obvious! 

Miscalculation of the use of capital, using his precious reputation in exchange for useless capital, could 

be said to be in a terrible mood! 

He knew that if this continued, not only would he lose his position as the city lord, he and his family 

would probably be liquidated after he stepped down. 

After all, the scale of his family’s growth now could not protect him at all… … Therefore, he knew that he 

must not step down. This time, the New World 

Passageway had opened, and he had to fight for the benefits of the fifth city. He had to nurture a group 

of pillars for the fifth city. Otherwise, if the fifth city was completely left behind, he would have reached 

his end… … 



But the key was… ? … The New World passageway also relied on comprehensive strength to fight for 

resources. How could those white players who had been raised and crippled by him earn more than 

others? 

In the meeting room, all the staff members looked at each other in dismay when they faced Mister’s 

trouble. To be honest, the white players in the fifth city could be said to have almost no 

competitiveness. Not only was their reputation bad.., the individual quality was even worse. With the 

opening of the new passage, the gap between the players would definitely be further widened. 

If they did not seize the opportunity now, it could be seen with the naked eye… The trash in their own 

city would eventually be left further and further behind… 

But how could they let that group of trash seize the opportunity? 

The group of politicians suddenly felt that they had encountered the most difficult problem in their 

lives… … 

Sir… ” 

Just as the atmosphere in the meeting room was extremely stiff, a woman carefully raised her hand. 

Everyone looked over. It was an advisor with the identity of a Huazhong player. In order to show that he 

was not racist, mister still did some surface work, such as hiring a Huazhong player as the Minister of 

Internal Affairs… … 

“Oh, Ms. Chen Hong… “Mister looked at the other party in confusion. “Do you have any suggestions?” 

Although this woman was a foreigner, she was a loyal beimi fan. She was despised by her compatriots to 

the extreme. She still had some loyalty, but her brain was not very bright. 

In fact, it was the same. Why would someone with a bright brain think that being an outsider’s dog 

would have a future? 

“Our city… actually… There are some competitive players… ” 

was stunned, but they immediately reacted. After all, they were all high-level politicians, so they still had 

brains. They immediately understood what the other party was referring to. 

Competitive players… :.. Naturally, they were referring to the players from central China who had been 

exploited by them! 

 


